The stories, rumors and legends regarding Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied.
Any resemblance to actual persons or actual events is purely coincidental.

Introduction

Nike F.C. is not a
team. It doesn’t
have a billionaire
owner with
a weird mustache.
There’s no
bumbling board
of directors.
No prawn sandwiches in the
executive suites.
You’ll never hear
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Introduction

its songs sung in
the stands or see
anyone kiss its
badge. It doesn’t
have a training
ground. It will
never play in a
CLÁSICO or for
the league cup.
The devil was its
derby, its league in
a secret ship’s
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hull. It trained on
a layover just for
the hell of it and
shut down international travel
for three days.
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Introduction

From Pasadena ’94
to everywhere
unseen and every
time in between, it
was there, hiding
in plain sight.

Introduction

Now it’s here, out
of the shadows.
Living legends
who inspire cities
and nations with
the flick of a toe
or the flip of a
collar. And the
next generation,
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Introduction

born to be brilliant creators,
fearless finishers,
and defenders of
boldness, on and
off the pitch. On
the blocks of
Paris, London,
Barcelona. Cities
big and small. The
skyscraping
skylines of São
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Paulo, New York,
Tokyo. Jo’burg to
Doha. Not one side
of one city. All
sides, all cities.
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Long before Nike made its impact on global football,
long before the greatest players in the world wore the
Swoosh on their boots, a secretive plan was hatched to
save football from the dreary, cynical and timid forces
threatening its very soul.
No one knows who came up with the plan first, or
where exactly the first meeting took place, but the basic
facts are known: a group of ten, assembled somewhere
near a modern coliseum, would stand once and for all
for brilliant, daring and fearless football.
An internal memo from that first meeting, recovered
years later, said, “Much has been written about the popularity of football on Planet Earth. It is estimated that
32 billion people will watch the final match of the 1994
tournament in America. That’s approximately six times
the planet’s population. By the time the final two teams
meet, more countries will have ultimately competed for
the honor than are members in United Nations. From
these, only one team will emerge triumphant. Only ten,
from all those billions, will live forever.”

ARTIFACT N-197200003 //
Ronaldo Luís Nazário de Lima and Sgt. [Name Redacted].
Goiania, Goias, Brazil.
Date 1997.
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ARTIFACT N-197200086 //
Earliest known NIKE F.C. Glory Tee. Printed in Pasadena.
Date 1994.

ARTIFACT N-197200009-A //
Official boot of the Tiempo lineage. Sample #01. Worn by Figo.
Inscription reads: “SEM RISCO NÃO HA VITÓRIA.”
Portuguese transcription reads: Without Risk, There Is No
Victory.
Date of origin unknown.
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ARTIFACT N-1972200034 //
Portrait of Luis Figo.
Location: Classified.
Date of origin unknown.

ARTIFACT N-1972200038 //
Portrait of Francesco Totti.
Date of origin unknown.
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ARTIFACT N-197200009-A //
Official Air Zoom Total 90 boot . Sample #02.
Worn by Francesco Totti.
Date: August, 2009

ARTIFACT N-1972200017 //
Spherical apparatus. Faded signature from Ronaldo (#9) above
the CBF crest. Tracking chip detected in the green star third from
the left. Results inconclusive.
Date of origin unknown.
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ARTIFACT N-197200012 //
Ronaldo (#9) dressed in off-pitch regalia with FC markings.
Photographer has yet to be discovered.
Date of origin unknown.

ARTIFACT N-1972200027-B //
Antiqued photograph of Fabio Cannavaro. File Under: No goals
for opponents. Cannavaro with the lock-down defense.
Date of origin unknown.
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ARTIFACT N-197200015 //
Official boot of the Tiempo lineage. Sample #03. Retrieved. Worn
by Cannavaro. Signs of extreme antiquing.
Date: 1994

ARTIFACT N-197200014 //
Photographic evidence of Ronaldo’s (#9) in Yokohama, Japan.
Brazilian dressing room at the Yokohama stadium belonging to
Ronaldo.
Date June 2002.
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ARTIFACT N-1972200020 //
Mercurial prototype. Materials KNG-100, mid-sole: foam,
plastic, rubber.
Date 1998

ARTIFACT N-197200076 //
Ronaldo’s (#9) Brazil National Team Jersey.
Date 1997
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ARTIFACT N-1972200080 //
Brazil v Portugal Doctored Photo:
Nike F.C. operative took to the pitch in disguise to collect
performance data. Not all ideas are good ideas. No Mascots.
Date 2004.

ARTIFACT N-197200005 //
Ronaldo presents official uniform prior to the first official match.
Date of origin unknown.
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ARTIFACT N-1972200018 //
Nike F.C. Boot of the Tiempo lineage recovered from Nike F. C.
practice facility. No signs of wear. Aerodynamic encasing still
in-tact.
Date 1994

ARTIFACT N-197200095 //
During a secret meeting in 2008, the members of Nike F.C. were
asked to diagram their ideal game plan.
Date of origin unknown.
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ARTIFACT N-1972200029 //
Mercurial Vapor prototype III. Inscription reads: “SEM RISCO
NÃO HA VITÓRIA.” Portuguese transcription reads: Without
Risk, There Is No Victory. File Under: W:ORTINV
Date 2006

ARTIFACT N-197200004 //
Spherical apparatus. N.F.C branding still intact. Yet to be
determined whether apparatus was used in official play.
Tests inconclusive.
Date 1994.
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ARTIFACT N-1972200030 //
Founders of Nike FC depicted. Ritualistic stretching exercises
suspected to summon leg strength of six oxen.
Date 1997

ARTIFACT N-1972200016 //
Official boot of the Mercurial lineage. Clear signs of wear.
Reinforced with synthetic overlays.
Estimated origins date back to 2002.
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ARTIFACT N-1972200024 //
Ronaldo and unknown members of Nike F.C. show one of the
first Nike F.C. at a secret meeting.
Date of origin unknown.

Nike F.C. Est. July 1994

Nike F.C. Est. July 1994

July 17, 1994.
The final, a juggernaut of offensive brilliance versus an
immovable defense in a pure footballing spectacle. In
the home of basketball, baseball, and the other football,
the greatest game in the world put on its greatest display
in front of the 100,000 in attendance and billions more
watching on television.
Of the 22 men on the pitch that day, 10 wore Nike Tiempo Premiers – nine Brazilians and an Italian. For 120
minutes the two teams battled under the scorching sun.
While this drama played out on the pitch, a secretive
plan was already under way to ensure such brilliant displays would become the norm. The ‘94 final would act
as the catalyst to disperse a new way of football. A new
secret club would guide this new way. This club would
become Nike F.C.

Nike F.C.
Est. July 1994

The focus would be on recruiting the best players from
the best teams for the foundation of the club. Nike already had most of the established stars on the Brazil
team signed up; Nike F.C. would take their future phenomenon. The Italian team was stocked with grizzled
warriors; Nike F.C. would take its attacking defender.
The French were brash, resolute, and on the cusp of

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied
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greatness; Nike F.C. would take their steely central defender and collar-popping striker. This strategy extended to the superpowers of world football – The Netherlands, Spain, England, Germany – and the first squad of
Nike F.C. was soon formed.

1994 Ronaldo

While Brazil’s 1994 First XI was packed with established stars, it was an unused 17-year-old on the bench
who stood out to Nike F.C. Slim and powerful, yet unable to grow even the faintest mustache, the teenager
had earned his place in the ’94 squad by scoring nearly
a goal a game in his first season. His skill was already
ridiculous, positioning precise, and finishing deadly. He
was without a doubt one of those once-in-a-lifetime
footballers. His name was Ronaldo Luís Nazário de
Lima, from Rio de Janeiro, but he would soon become
known as the one and only Ronaldo.
After his summer in America. Ronaldo was sent to
Eindhoven, escorted of course by a Dutchman. Faced
with life on a new continent and play in a big league,
Ronaldo responded by scoring 54 goals in 58 games.
No big deal.

He would then move to Milan. 49 goals in 68 appearances. Then to Madrid. 83 in 127. He would play for
the world championship three times with Brazil, winning once, and become the tournament’s all- time leading scorer in the process. He would win so many trophies the gold market would spike when he laced up his
boots. He would inspire millions to play (and shave
their hair in bizarre patterns), and billions more to
watch him play.
He would become a legend. And a founder of Nike F.C.
Ronaldo Luís Nazário de Lima, from Rio de Janeiro.
Ronaldo. O Fenomeno.

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied

This display earned him a big deal though – a world record, in fact – when he transferred to legendary Catalan
club FC Barcelona in the summer of 1996. In retrospect,
even a world record fee doesn’t seem enough. In his sole
season in Barcelona, Ronaldo scored an absurd 47 goals
in 49 competitions, 30 in the league. Each one more
spectacular than the one before, each one celebrated
with the same arms-outstretched run to the corner, looking like he stood on top of Sugarloaf Mountain itself.

Ronaldo
Luís Nazário de
Lima
Property of Nike F.C.
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1994 Tiempo

Prior to the 1994 tournament, Nike F.C. lacked the
proper equipment to achieve their ambitions as a club.
That began to change when Nike F.C. produced a revamped and upgraded version of the Tiempo Premier.

The Tiempo Premier became the first boot that athletes
around the world actually wanted to wear. They didn’t
wear it because they thought it was cool or because they
were paid to. They just loved it.

How did Nike officially forge its relationship with a
team as storied as Brazil, a perennial football powerhouse, the best players in the world, and defending
world champion?

The Tiempo Premier was created in 1992, and F.C. Operatives knew that a real redesign would be necessary in
order to have a boot that would become dominant in
the football world. Working with only the best designers in the field, they set off to create a shoe that was not
only visually appealing, but performance-oriented.

As a result, several players refused to wear anything but
1994 Tiempos for several years. Luckily, Nike F.C. had
built up a sizable surplus knowing they’d created something special. Still, rumor has it that an Italian had them
scrounging in the warehouses long after the last pairs
wore out.

The day after the 1994 final, Nike F.C sent a Dutch operative to Rio. A veteran of the game, he traveled
throughout the country, going to every league match,
every cup tie, even followed the Brazilians to the major
South American tournaments. He eventually built connections to two highly-placed Brazilians and made an
offer they couldn’t refuse.

Knowing that they had only one shot to make a first impression, Nike F.C. moved all its production to the finest
facility they could find, and closely monitored the production of each pair. The result was exactly what they
had been looking for.

From that point on, Nike and Nike F.C. knew they
could never give the players anything less than they deserved. Nothing less than world class.

When time came to announce the signing, the news
stunned world football. Nike was suddenly at the top of
the sport. But, behind the scenes, Nike F.C. was celebrating in its own way. The Dutchman sat alone at a
hotel bar as the press conference took place. He ordered
the most expensive bottle of cognac and finished it with
coffee. The Dutchman thought to himself, Brazil is with
us now. With the this team and these players, the fight
against the dark and destructive forces within football
just got a little more fair.
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“It really rallied the troops on all levels,” he remembers.
“The best team in the history of the game was now with
us. The final battle had begun!”
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1996 Signing Brazil
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1996 Signing Brazil and Ronaldo

The best team in the
history of the
game was now
with us.
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1996 Signing Brazil and Ronaldo
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1996 Good Vs. Evil
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1996 Good Vs. Evil

Good Vs.
Evil
In 1996, the world watched Nike F.C.’s first match and
didn’t even know it.

Frenchman. Perfect trap. Collar popped. Brilliant strike.
“Au revoir,” the Devil’s dead.

At the time, many within the club felt that hooliganism
and unfair play were killing football. The thugs and
henchmen seemed driven by a dark force to crush brilliance, so instead of fighting against his minions week in
week out, the boys of Nike F.C. challenged their captain,
the Devil himself, to a death match.

“We wanted to kill the worst in football,” the Frenchman recalls. “This seemed like the right way to do it.”

The match pitted the huge muscled soldiers with muzzles for teeth, and the Devil himself, a dark creature
whose outspread wings covered the goalpost against
Nike F.C.’s best. Amongst them: Ronaldo, Figo, a goal
artist from Amsterdam, an Italian, and a certain heroic
Frenchman.

Property of Nike F.C.

Broadcast live on local Tunisian television by their opponent in an attempt to prove his dominion over football, it was Nike F.C. would show the world what
they’d done. With the help of a professional editor (Hey,
they’re talented but they can’t do everything), the match
footage was edited into a highlight reel and sent to TV
stations around the globe. Unfortunately, they didn’t
know if it was real or a commercial and neither did almost everyone who saw it on television during the 1996
European tournament in England.

The nights were cold, the days physically draining, but
instead of giving in to darkness, the squad did what all
great sides do when faced with a terrible opponent: simply outclass them. Still 0-0 on the 17th day, the Italian
captain stirred his teammates with a throaty rendition
of the Il Canto degli Italiani (his favorite song), and ran
at the nearest minion, dispossessed him and hit a laser
diagonal to the Amsterdammer. Figo rose to his feet and
fixed his hair. The Amsterdammer controlled with his
head. Ronaldo was onto it and broke a couple ankles
with fiendish skills before hitting a cross to the

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied

The Devil drew lines of fire on an ancient pitch outside of
Tunis and sent out his blind referees and linesmen with
angry Rottweillers to officiate. The match commenced.
For 16 consecutive nights, the play went on, the Devil’s
hulking underlings pounding our boys into the dust. The
Amsterdammer took a kung fu kick to the chest, and
Figo almost had his head pulverized under foot.
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1997 Figo

Prior to beating the devil, Luís Figo had already beaten
his critics. The Portuguese attacking midfielder, well
known for leading his hometown Lisbon club to the
domestic title in 1995, moved to FC Barcelona that
summer. Nike F.C. signed him up on the flight to
Catalunya. The leader of Portugal’s “golden generation,”
suave and clinical in front of goal, would ease his way
into the side, scoring thirteen goals in his first season at
the Camp Nou.

1997 Figo
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At the end of a spectacularly five-year period in
Barcelona, Figo made a highly controversial move to the
rival side in Madrid. He was hated, he was scorned, but
those familiar with the people of Catalunya know that
sometimes their loathing is but an expression of love.
Luís Figo may forever remain an unspeakable name in
the Camp Nou, but his 172 appearances for the
Blaugrana and the trophies he raised with them, will be
spoken of until the end of time.

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied

His second year, they won a Cup Winners Cup and the
Cup. His third, a repeat double. His fourth, another
title. Figo exuded victory. Goals and assists and key
passes flowed effortlessly from his boots. He strode the
pitch and swept aside the opposition like a true legend
in his prime.

Prior to beating
the devil, Luís Figo
had already
beaten his critics

1997 The Mercurial Boot

1998 Airport

Silent Midfield
Stalker to Wild
Goal Slayer

AirPort 98

With the signing of Ronaldo in 1996, the world’s best
player now needed Nike boots befitting his status. To
meet this demand, Nike F.C. tasked Nike’s Advanced
Materials Group with crafting a shoe designed specifically for him. Built from a track spike with its spikes replaced by studs, the shoe, then called the Tiempo Ultra
Lightweight (or the Phenomenon Ultra Speed), was
geared to take advantage of Ronaldo’s uncanny velocity.
Weight was cut by replacing kangaroo leather with
KNG-100 synthetic. And an Italian craftsman was
brought in to build a hyper-thin footplate and improve
the boot’s touch with the application of a coating usually used on the chassis of Italian racing motorcycles.
There was no shortage of technological advances, all of
which Ronaldo reviewed as each edition of the boot
progressed, testing them during his games in Milan. He
scored 25 in 32 wearing the prototypes, so it was safe
to say they were working.

On the heels of his successful first season in Milan, Ronaldo reunited with the heroes of ’94 for intense training
in Brazil in early summer 1998. The team members arrived from their clubs in Europe and across Brazil,
meeting at Rio’s main airport to travel together to the
undisclosed training facility.

The final boot was renamed the Mercurial to reflect
Ronaldo’s ability to change from silent midfield stalker
to wild goal slayer in the blink of an eye.
When it was time to debut the Mercurial in the summer 1998, Ronaldo wore them in blue and yellow, and
scored with them on his way to the finals, tournament
top scorer and further towards history.
The statement had been made, and there was no mistaking it. The sport’s finest player now had the sport’s
finest boot.

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied
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Flights were no more regular then than they are now,
even for the greatest team in the world. So, while waiting for the flight, the team decided kill time with a casual kick around at the gate. Which of course led to a less
casual pelada around the terminal, and a fully un-casual
sprint across the tarmac. The Brazilians were suddenly
being chased by a squad of grey-uniformed guards, who
wore no airport security or police identification, but
were clearly determined to take the Brazilians out.
Property of Nike F.C.
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The team led the guards around the airport, toying with
them, all while continuing to play the game with signature style and brilliance, dodging travelers, juggling
down escalators, curling perfect passes over parked
jumbo jets.
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2000 The Mission & The Merlin

2002 The Secret Tournament

The Mission

The Secret
Tournament

To create the Geo Merlin and its descendants, designers
and developers analyzed pure performance using wind
tunnel testing. Each layer of the ball was analyzed, researched and developed and tested in a host of categories, but speed and flight stability were the two driving
components in design.

To stay ahead of the thieves, Nike pushed the football
envelope even more in 2002 when the Geo Merlin Vapor was unveiled, introducing the DART (Dynamic Acceleration Response and Touch) casing system. It delivered more power coming off the boot, improved
softness and touch, and helped retain ball shape.

The prototypes were so perfect that an evil Roman billionaire connived to steal one, hid it deep within a dictator’s former headquarters in Rome and protected it with
an army of imperial robot ninjas.

The Vapor found a home with the English, Brazilian,
and Spanish leagues, along with the US, Brazilian, Korean, and Portuguese national teams, and many other
Nike club teams.

A group of Nike F.C. players, including local hero Francesco Totti, were recruited for a special mission: to infiltrate the futuristic lair of lasers and robots to steal the
Geo Merlin back. They did it. Rather easily, it should be
said. Turns out robots don’t have much tekkers.

That same year, Nike F.C. unleashed their own special
version, the Geo Chrome. It would first be tested in a secret tournament.

Doc. NFC 000-1

They found out from the collar-popping Frenchman
lording over the cage. The tournament would pit the
football stars in a round robin of 3-on-3s. Each match
would be decided by a single deadly strike, like the scorpion. First goal is the last goal. And the Frenchman
would referee, of course.
The players were mixed and drawn into ridiculously-named teams: Triple Espresso, The Onetouchables,
Toros Locos, Cerberus, Os Tornados, Funk Seoul Brothers, Tutto Bene, and Equipo del Fuego.

2000
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In 2002, in need of fresh recruits for the squad and to
test its current players, Nike F.C. staged a secret tournament in the bowels of an unmarked freighter docked in
the Port of Rotterdam. Two dozen of the world’s best
players were invited to participate by a card with nothing but a scorpion stamped on it. The same scorpion began appearing mysteriously on walls, sidewalks and
cafés in Rotterdam and Amsterdam, ultimately leading
the players to a caged pitch inside the ship’s hull. What
was the scorpion all about, though, they wondered.
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Quarterfinals. Semis. World class player after world
class player eliminated with a single jangle of the
chainlink nets. Finally, it was Totti’s Triple Espresso
versus Os Tornados with Figo and Ronaldo for the unofficial title.
Brazilians and Portuguese will say Triple Espresso won
on the kickoff with an unsporting trick play, skinning
Os Tornados’ entire defense with one looping header.
But who are they kidding? Figo and Ronaldo didn’t play
a minute of defense in their whole lives.

Brazil 2002 – Ronaldo
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Brazil 2002
Ronaldo
For the second straight international championship, this
time to be played in Asia or the first time ever, Nike had
a groundbreaking boot, wildly different from anything
the sport had seen, and the opportunity to put it on the
best player on the planet.
By the time Brazil strolled onto the pitch unbeaten for
the final, Ronaldo’s boots were chromed out and his
hair shaved into an incredible pyramid on his forehead.
He was like a mythical deity, with the sun and sky at his
feet, come to finish all those in his path once and for all.

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied

In the final, Ronaldo scored two in the second half to
carry Brazil past the Germans and to the title for the
fifth time, a new record. In the process, he claimed top
scorer of the tournament and was named to the
tournament’s all-star team. Joining him was a gaúcho
from Porto Alegre, named Ronaldinho, who had been
lighting up the French domestic league and the Parisian
nightclubs in his first season with PSG. The young
future star, already a member of Nike F.C., had scored a

stunning 42-yard free kick to defeat England in the
quarters. He and Ronaldo had shown the world how to
win fearlessly with Joga Bonito in their hearts.
O Fenomeno and O Gaúcho, the brilliant twins of Brazil.
The founders of Nike F.C. were now making history and
marking their place on the game’s greatest trophies.
Soon, the next generation of Nike F.C. would carry it to
greater, and more frequent, victory.
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2002 The Mercurial Vapor

2002 The Mercurial Vapor

If the Mercurial represented Nike’s entrance exam into
the football world, then the Mercurial Vapor, released
in 2002, was its thesis statement. Designers began work
on the Vapor in 1999 with a goal to create a shoe that
was under 200 grams, a 25% weight reduction from the
already lithe Mercurial. And it was to be the most unusual shoe the sport had seen.

The Mercurial
Vapor

Football boots at the time were like pieces of farm
equipment; the Vapor belonged in the Grand Prix. Nike’s first use of a curved last to fit the foot’s contours, a
pioneering one-piece construction and reduced last,
combined with the thinnest plate in a football boot ever
to make for a devastating piece of footballing innovation.

Property
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Testing again revolved around Ronaldo, who already
loved the Mercurial and, always looking for lighter
shoes, was thrilled to see what the next generation
would bring. The lab had him step on pressure distribution sensors and accelerate barefoot. They noticed at
the end of his sprint motion he would shift his load to
the medial side. This inspired them to work with an
asymmetric traction plate, taking advantage of the rotation to “speed up” the shoe.
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One of the most controversial aspects of the shoe was
its extremely, almost comically low heel collar, which
made the back of the shoe look like a slipper. The design team decided to make that modification during a
secret Nike F.C. meeting at a castle in England, where
they met with a physiologist. The doctor, a hard-core
foot guru, convinced the team they didn’t need support
above the heel bone, arguing the foot is held in place by
the contouring of the foot bed. On the spot, a designer
took scissors to the prototype, cutting off excess fabric
along the back foam and protection.
The prototyping phase lasted over a year, and the samples exceeded expectations. Ronaldo would pick up the
shoe and his hand would jump in the air, as if he expected to be picking up a heavier object.

2003 Cannavaro

If you haven’t noticed by now, Nike F.C. is not known
for its defence. In its secret meetings, if the word is said
aloud the room goes quiet, the speaker forced to invent
an excuse. “I said, ‘When do we play The France!’” being the worst of said excuses.
One man bucked the F.C. system, though. For years he
was the one who launched the attack from deep in his
own half. With Neapolitan flair, he would save a sure
goal with an overhead kick and sprint to send the key
pass forward. His tackles were less about taking an opponent down than sweeping the ball back in its natural
direction…toward the opponent’s goal. He spent as
much time in the opposing half as the opposing goalkeeper and only looked over his shoulder to wink at his
adoring family in the stands. What a guy!

2003 Cannavaro

Fabio Cannavaro’s path to Nike F.C. began in the mid1990s, when he was coached by the father of one of
F.C.’s devil-defeating squad. The legendary Italian coach
would take Cannavaro to U-21 titles in 1994 and 1996
and ultimately to the world title in 2006, when he took
over captaincy of the Italian side from the coach’s son.
All this time, Cannavaro carried the mark of Nike F.C.
on his boots as they thwarted opposing attacks and
started his own.

CAPTAIN
CANNAVARO
Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied
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Italy 2006 Mercurial Vapor III
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Italy 2006 Mercurial Vapor III

Four years after Ronaldo brought Brazil its fifth world
title, he and Os Canarinhos were back to defend their
title in Germany. This time wouldn’t be so easy, though.
On German soil the Europeans were favored, and the
competitive advantage of Nike technology was erased…
because all of the best players were now using it.

The Italians
hoisted the trophy,
and with it, aNother secret triumph
for Nike F.C.

For the first time in history, players in Nike boots scored
a majority of the goals during the tournament, with 55
of the total 147 goals. In the final, 12 of the 22 starters
wore Nike boots, including eight players from Italy,
which took home the golden trophy. Ronaldo, wearing
the newly released Mercurial Vapor III, scored three
goals in the tournament to become its all-time leading
scorer.
In the earlier rounds, new stars emerged, as well. Drogba, Ribéry, Pirlo, and Cristiano Ronaldo joined Ronaldo on the score sheet for the first time, while a 20-yearold Wayne Rooney fought through injury to help
England to the quarterfinals and a young Zlatan was
miraculously held goalless in Sweden’s four matches.
Captain Fabio Cannavaro, along with Marco Materazzi
and Francesco Totti would sweep to the final in typical
dramatic fashion: a draw with Team USA in the group
stage, a 95th minute penalty to defeat the Aussies in the
round of 16, and two devastating goals in the 119th
and 120th minutes to get past the hosts in the Dortmund semifinal. By the time the Italians got to Berlin,
everyone expected them to be swept aside by the red hot
French. Everyone but the Italians, that is.
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The Italians hoisted the trophy, and with it, another secret triumph for Nike F.C.
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2006 Totti

The rarest attribute in modern football is not ruthless
goalscoring or effortless dribbling or dazzling passing,
but loyalty. Few players in the game have shown more
of this rare characteristic than Francesco Totti.

But that is the Totti effect. When he is on the pitch, even
the national team can’t help but drive forward. He is relentless, fearless. And, no surprise, was a key player
when the boys in azure blue became world champions.

Born in Rome, raised in Rome, schooled in Rome, hero
of Rome. Since debuting at 16, Totti has now played almost 600 times for his hometown club. He became their
captain at 21. He played as a winger, as the trequartista,
as the second striker, as the main striker. Formations
and managers changed, his importance to the club did
not. He led them to titles and trophies, scored nearly
300 goals and provided over 200 assists.

It has been this way since September 4, 1995, when the
young, golden-haired number 9 streaked into the box
from midfield and slotted home his first of many goals
to come. F.C. knew it then and stills knows it.

2006 Totti

Totti

For his loyalty, Totti will forever be a Roman, and forever a member of Nike F.C.

And he’s still going. The warrior captain shows no signs
of relenting. In 2014, his fellow Romans stand near the
top of the table and attack with a fervor not generally
associated with the Italian game.

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied
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Nike F.C. Air Zoom Total 90
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Nike F.C. Air Zoom Total 90

No Nike F.C. Football footwear silo had gone through
more of an evolution than what happened with the Air
Zoom Total 90 Laser. In fact, the first shoe in the silo,
the Total 90, was an update on the Air GX, continuing
its asymmetric lacing and driven by a simple concept:
comfort for the workhorses on the team, those who
must run hard all 90 minutes.

Air
Zoom Total
90

Led by the Nike F.C. R&D, Nike performed nine studies into shooting power and two studies into shooting
accuracy. They found that the power one could attain
from five different brands of shoes varied only one percent, but it varied 10 percent in terms of accuracy.
As a result, the Total 90 Laser became an example of
how to re-make a silo’s reputation on the fly – and
make it work. Using a Manchester United star as the
shoe’s star athlete, the Laser featured a shot shield over
the laces that increased the sweet spot and created a
platform from which the ball could jump. And the
name helped promote exactly what the shoe was
about: accuracy.
“From the day we launched that shoe, one, the players
were very happy with it; two, they started scoring goals;
three, our marketing campaign was amazing and four,
the numbers followed,” said a Nike F.C. FC Operative,
and senior football footwear PLM.

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied
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2008 Taking The Future To The Next Level

2012

In 2008 Nike F.C. ruthlessly took it up a level. The
whole game, lock stock. Through the eyes of Nike F.C,
they showed the world that if you live brilliantly you
play brilliant. By the time football hit the sunshine state,
Nike FC had reached new ground. Suspected of already
having the best players as members and ‘interest’ in the
best clubs and countries in the world. They even infiltrated and took control of the home of football. Not
satified they reached out further. And in new ways.
From sculpted monuments and skyscapers to instant
messenger. Giving a chance to the obsessed through an
underground network and community they simply call
‘T’. Spreading the word that T’s Footballing future was
there to be written.

Taking the future
to the next level

Property of Nike F.C.
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Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied

Eastern Europe 2012, once again the covert club of
brilliance was back in the bad books. Cautioned and
blamed for the abandonment of an international friendly
between Holland and France after ‘apparently’
galvanizing and inspiring a mass pitch invasion by a
community hungry for brilliant football. Forced back
into the shadow of the the beautiful game Nike F.C has
apparently not been seen or heard from since.
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2014 Nike F.C. Goes Public

In the summer of 2013, one of Barcelona’s most loyal
sons joined the Germans and brought with him the
famed tiki-taka of recent Spanish glories. All roads to
international triumph now appear to go through Munich. Ribéry, Götze, Shaqiri, Mandžukic: the sturmwolken are gathering.

Nike F.C. no longer needs to operate in shadows. It
can’t. The evil powers lick their wounds, waiting for the
opportune moment to strike again. Nike F.C. will need
to be at full strength and attack to defend. It will need
every last player who knows that without risk, there is
no victory.

But Barça won’t give in easily. Neither will the rest of Europe. Or the rest of the world, for that matter. Neymar Jr.
takes his game to the next level by leaving Santos for
Barça, Jack Wilshere studies the continental style of play
at Arsenal, Osvaldo literally travels the globe to learn his
trade. Each of them plays with teammates culled from all
over the globe. The game has officially been decentralized. In no small part due to the twenty-year effort of
Nike F.C. to preserve and defend the principles of true
football: be daring, be fearless, be brilliant.

Nike F.C. cannot be confirmed or denied

All will come to fruition in Brazil in the summer of
2014. The legacy of ’94 will inspire not just Brazilians
on home soil but every team that stands in their way to
glory. There they will be challenged by class players
from every corner of the world. A young talent from the
world powers may prove himself on the biggest stage.
Or the next star may emerge from Australia, South Korea, Croatia, or the USA. All of these players will be invited to become a part of Nike F.C.

Nike F.C. Goes
Public
Property of Nike F.C.
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We are a club for
the fearless, for
the brilliant.
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Neymar Jr.

Neymar Jr.
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Neymar Jr.

What do people
expect from
Neymar Jr.?
Not much, just
lead Brasil to
victory on home
soil for the first
time ever, become
the greatest
player AT the
greatest club in
history, and score

Neymar Jr.
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several goals a
game with
mind-boggling
skill. Most players
would turn into
trembling puddles.
Neymar Jr.? He’s
laughing with his
crew, like ‘That’s
it?’
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Neymar Jr.

The skinny kid
from Mogi das
Cruzes, the
prodigy from São
Paulo, is now
football’s
brilliant future,
but you’d never
know it from the
tilt of his hat and
the smile on his
face.

Neymar Jr.

No pressure, no
stress.
He was born for
this. Don’t believe
it? Just watch.
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Jack Wilshere

Jack Wilshere
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Jack Wilshere

Jack Wilshere
told his parents he
wanted to be a
pro footballer
and was sure of it,
practicing every
spare minute he
could. Mum and
Dad were
surprised at his
drive and
determination

Jack Wilshere
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as he was ONLY
two and couldn’t
yet tie his own
shoes.
Not much has
changed in the
twenty years
since. Jack is still
the most
determined man
on the pitch, on
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Jack Wilshere

the training
ground and every
minute in between.
And he’s still
surprising anyone
who doubts him.
The diminutive
number 10 with
legs like trees has
emerged as one of
the future leaders

Jack Wilshere
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of club and
country, with
expectations that
have crushed
many before him.
But Jack, the lad
from Hertfordshire, remains
humble, hardworking and
loyal to his core,
on and off the

Jack Wilshere

pitch. And, of
course, always
willing to have a
go. In other
words, a proper
Englishman.
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Dani Osvaldo

Dani Osvaldo
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Dani Osvaldo

It’s often said the
modern striker is
an opportunistic
drifter, willing to
wear any shirt
for the right
money. Soulless
and mercenary.
For Dani Osvaldo,
the opposite is
true. Wherever he
has been–Buenos

Dani Osvaldo
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Aires, Lecce,
Florence,
Bologna,
Barcelona, Rome,
Southampton, and
now Turin–he’s
played and lived
as if his blood
soaks the soil. His
hunger and
daring on the
pitch and his
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Dani Osvaldo

passion off of it a
true indicator of
his heart and
mind.
He is the relentless
Argentine, the
bombastic Italian,
the grafting
Englishman, and
doesn’t care if
you think he

Dani Osvaldo
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should be or not.
An anti-hero for
the borderless
world. He’ll do
whatever he
wants, and you’ll
love him for it.
For club and
country, Osvaldo
has already
amassed over 100
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Dani Osvaldo

goals and made
his mark in Italy,
Spain and
England. And it
feels like he’s just
now finding his
game. Joining
Juventus in the
winter of 2014, the
young striker
looks to be

Dani Osvaldo
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hitting form in
perfect time for
Brasil. The Italians
will need his fire
and
unpredictability.
And they may need
more goals like
the one he scored
against his
current club in

2008. The powerful
93rd minute
match-winning
header brought
his side back from
2-1 down in the
imposing
Olimpico di
Torino. It earned
them victory and
earned Osvaldo a
place in Nike F.C.
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Dani Osvaldo
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Kevin-Prince Boateng

Kevin-Prince
Boateng
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Kevin-Prince Boateng

People think
footballers have
it made: the money,
the game, the life.
But for some,
playing football
is deeper than
stepping on the
pitch and
forgetting about
the world. For
some, it’s about
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Kevin-Prince Boateng

bringing the
world onto the
pitch each and
every game.
Kevin-Prince
Boateng is one of
those players.
Without a doubt
one of the most
fearless attackers
on planet earth,

Kevin-Prince Boateng
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he has also never
been afraid to
attack much
bigger opponents
than those
standing in his
way of a goal.
From choosing
to play for the
country of his
parents’ birth to
playing against
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Kevin-Prince Boateng

his brother and
the country of his
his own birth;
From
confronting
racism head on to
speaking out on
the world stage
when no one else
would; from
playing the way he
believes is right to

Kevin-Prince Boateng
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generally living
the life he wants
to live; he has
never taken the
easy route, never
backed down,
never
compromised for
anyone. Never
will.

Kevin-Prince Boateng
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For his
fearlessness, on
and off the pitch,
he will always be a
member of Nike F.C.

We are not a football team.
We are a football club.
We don’t play football.
We live it.
We have no formation.
No board of directors.
No main stand.
We kick off anytime, anywhere.
We are a club for the fearless, for the
brilliant. For the ones who believe that
without risk there is no victory.
We are Nike F.C.

nike.com/
nikefc

